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Details of Visit:

Author: Extasy Searcher
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 21 Feb 2016 18:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

A well established venue with ample parking through the arch to the rear.
A friendly welcome and was introduced to two ladies one of whom was the delightful Belle. Although
she had a booking coming up as he was late she agreed to see me instead. An inspired choice this
was.
I was shown upstairs to change and shower. Both the waiting room and bathroom could do with a
little TLC but were not unduly dirty.

The Lady:

Belle is a slim lady although nicely proportioned - just as I like them. I would concur with the house
description on the site and after my session can also confirm the 'real sex bomb' bit too! Belle has a
lovely north eastern accent and liked a bit of dirty talk too in between grunts. Although the site
photos have been blurred I can assure you reader that she is a very beautiful specimen indeed.

The Story:

No sooner had I towelled off from the shower and crossed the threshold into the private massage
room, Belle grabbed hold of me for some deep French kissing and ear nibbling. This in itself was
highly erotic and so my little friend perked up though the gap in the towel to see what all the fuss
was about.

Belle knew what to do next and so whilst with me still standing up went she on to her knees and
started to gorge herself on my manhood (OWO) with her tongue flicking everywhere including my
ball sac then bobbing up and down taking it all in as far as it would go. I could hardly contain myself
so had to think of the 13 times table again!

Managing to contain myself (but I'm not sure to this day quite how although the maths must have
helped!) I was instructed to lie on the bed whereupon Belle moved up and sat on my face
encouraging me to 'get your tongue in there lad and flick my button.' I needed no encouragement.
She tasted quite divine and was eating her for some time - she came twice I believe - before she
swivelled around to take my friend again in her mouth for some delightful 69.

She could tell I was now as horny as anything so stood up, put the mac on my engorged, veined
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tool, stood astride me and gently squatted down taking me all in. Belle didn't require any lube as
was soaking wet from my tongued efforts. She paused before partly standing up again to keep my
helmet inside her and using my then outstretched hands (that had been gently fondling her breasts
till then) and forearms for balance began squatting down and up again building up a nice rhythm.

I could bear it no longer and as we could both sense an imminent explosion I pumped hard against
her downward squat for all I was worth filling the mac up as we collapsed into each other's arms.
We laid there for a couple of minutes for everything to subside before getting cleaned up and
sorting out the paperwork.

It had been sometime since I had enjoyed being serviced like this and to be truthful unless Belle is a
terrific actress I suspect she hadn't had such a good time for ages either. In the final moments of
small talk as I was leaving she told me that she had been a last minute stand in as one of the
regular Sunday girls had called in sick or something and she had had a nightmare problem with her
car all afternoon. Well, I'm pleased that we both managed to relive our respective stresses for that
30 mins and sincerely look forward to seeing Belle again whether it be on stand by duty or a regular
shift and hopefully for a longer session, if that's allowed! So, till next time soon then I hope. XxX
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